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Relay raises record amount for cancer society
BY ALYSSA KELLY
Opinions Editor

On June 1, DV students joined forces to raise money
for the annual Relay for Life event, earning a total of
about $28,000 to benefit the American Cancer Society.
During Relay teams
comprised of students as
well as other members of
the community camped
out on the practice field
for a total of 24 hours.
In order to achieve their
goal of raising at least
$25,000 on the schools
behalf to help with
cancer awareness and
research .
On the track team
members could either
walk, run or hang out on
the turf, where students
played sports as well as

activities that were held every hour.
Throughout the
From dunking current students and
night, team members
teachers in the dunk tank to playing capture
walked the track in
the chicken or even playing in a lawn pong
order to keep at least
tournament, relay members were given many
one member on the
options on how to spend the exhausting 24
track at all times.
hours on the turf. The entire 24 hours, all that
Even after hours of
could be seen on the turf were students of all
intense games and very
ages coming playing sports together for one
little sleep, all those
common cause of benefitting cancer research.
who survived the night
Even with the distracting activities
continued on through
available to occupy the relay members’ time, Relay teams gathered on the turf
early morning hours,
they never lost sight of the true meaning throughout relay to play in some lawn showing that DV can
pong tournaments.
behind relay: honoring cancer survivors.
come together to raise
A dinner was held at 6 p.m. in honor Photo and caption by Alyssa Kelly
awareness for a truly
of the cancer survivors in the community.
rewarding cause.
Following the dinner, the survivors were also able to
Following one final lap around the track, the
attend the luminaria ceremony.
exhausted relay teams packed up and headed home,
Luminaria bags and candles were lit during the many looking forward to coming back next year to raise
ceremony in honor of all of the loved ones who have even more money to try and top this year’s numbers,
passed or are currently fighting the disease. Each team showing once again how DV students can come together
sold these bags to people who wish to have their loved for any cause.
ones symbolized

Students join forces to help in Special Olympics
BY EMILY BELSTERLING
Circulation Co-Manager

On May 23, Area P hosted its annual Special
Olympics at DVHS. About 375 athletes from Wayne
and Pike County participated in different track-and-field
and swimming events offered.
The day started with the announcing of the schools
followed by the lighting of the torch. This year, the torch
was lit by senior Sally Troché, who thoroughly enjoyed
the honor.
“Lighting the torch was awesome. Special Olympics
is great because it’s good to have everyone around and
have fun,” she said.
After the torch was lit, the athletes dispersed to
compete in their different events, such as the high jump,
the long jump and different races. All of the events were
run by about 80 student volunteers, most of whom are
members of the DVHS Peer Buddies club.
“I love volunteering at the Special Olympics. It’s
the best feeling in the world seeing the smiling faces of
the people you’ve helped,” said senior volunteer Audrey

Djiya.
games.
This sentiment is also shared by the head of the Peer
“As a matter of fact, this year I had one of our
Buddies club, Mrs. Diana Bixby.
athletes, McKenzie McNamara, compete in the world
“It’s one of my most favorite days of the year. I love winter games in February of 2013 in South Korea,” he
working with the kids and seeing them excited,” said said.
Mrs. Bixby.
As co-manager of Area P Special Olympics, Mr.
At least two months prior to
Kudrich has helped to create
the Special Olympics, Mrs. Bixby
skiing, swimming, bocci and
starts to plan the event along with
bowling programs. He hopes to
Dr. Maria Farrell, Mrs. Mary
develop more programs for kids
Olsen, Mrs. Laura Butler, Mrs.
to participate in, since he knows
Barb Wisniewski and Mr. Eric
the positive impact these events
Kudrich, who is the co-manager
have on everyone involved.
of Area P Special Olympics.
“[My favorite part is]
Mr. Kudrich is in charge of
watching the athletes compete
recruiting volunteers, training
in a spirit of inclusion and
coaches, fundraising, recruiting
acceptance and nothing is more
athletes, developing programs,
gratifying than seeing an athlete
providing competition events and Student athletes line up on the track
receive their medal(s). It makes
providing opportunities for kids as they get ready to race in one of the
all the planning so worthwhile,”
to participating in state games track and ﬁeld events.
he said.
and even Special Olympics world Photo and caption by Emily Belsterling
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t’s the end of the school year – students are preparing
for ﬁnals, taking AP tests, completing research papers and
scrambling to ﬁnish projects. It’s hectic, and even stressful
to some. Once everything is turned in and completed, we
seniors can rightfully relax and recharge during the last few
days of the school year, giving us a slight reprieve from the
next pivotal moments of our lives after high school. However,
there is someone who cannot afford to rest until we have
received our diplomas, someone who plays a ‘behind-thescenes’ role that deserves the utmost appreciation and
respect. I was lucky to meet with English teacher Mrs.
Margaret Chromey to discuss her role as lead coordinator of
DV graduation, without even fathoming the full extent of all
of the work she needs to put in to make sure the day runs
smoothly. Without her dedication, time and energy, our own
hard work might have gone unnoticed on that day.

Mrs. Margaret Chromey

that, I started helping as So, you’ll actually be seated sideways to your guest,
an assistant with the class whereas in years past when the students had their
of ’96. Back in ’96, I was backs to their guests. So, that’s the first big change.
helping my best friend, The second big change, and from the reports I’ve been
Ms. Hess, who was an given it seems like it’s going to be a definite, is that the
English teacher back then, bleachers on the visitor’s side are potentially going to
she was the coordinator be used, provided they’re up and ready for occupancy.
and because she and I were This will allow the students to have additional guests
friends, we got along, it just to attend the ceremony. Another change, but it’s not
kind of evolved into my really a change because we used to do it years ago,
helping her. And because we’re bringing back the incorporation of music to
she wound up training me, the ceremony. There will be an instrumental piece at
when it came time for her some point in the ceremony. The goal for next year is
to faze out her role as the to also in addition to an instrumental piece is to have
coordinator, it just seemed a singing component, but it was a little too tight this
like the logical transition year to work that in, so we’re going to put that off until
to move me into it.
next year.
MZ: How do
- Miranda Zinn, Editor in Chief you manage
both teaching
MZ: Miranda Zinn (Interviewer)
English classes
MC: Margaret Chromey (Interviewee)
and preparing for graduation at the end
of the year?
MZ: How are you involved with the graduation
MC: *laughs* My family at home
ceremony?
understands that I have no life with them
Favorite Color: Green
MC: Well, it starts at the beginning of the year for the month of May into June because
with the cap and gown measuring and then there’s a between senior research papers coming in
Favorite Movie: “Dirty Harry”
lull that just kind of dies down a little bit. May is when and then followed usually right after with
it picks up again because then the caps and gowns graduation, I do a lot of stuff at home, so it’s
start coming in. I have to communicate with guidance quiet time for mom - a “leave me alone” type
Favorite TV Shows: “Grimm” and
about senior failures. I have to communicate with of thing. As far as here at school, I try to get
attendance about seniors who have to get taken off of as much done as I can during free periods
“Hannibal”
the list due to the 14-day absence rule. Then I have to or opportunities where maybe I can sneak
start going through the caps and gowns and making in something that needs to be done, using
sure that everybody has one, and then I have to pull the those in-between moments like 15 minutes
Favorite Book: “The Girl with the
caps and gowns for the students who aren’t graduating here, 30 minutes there. I try to steal whatever
for whatever reason. Then I have to, at some point, find time I can get to do this because a lot of the
Dragon Tattoo”
time to sit down and plot out a seating chart for the stuff is physically here at school. I mean, I’m
field. I also have to find time to plot out how all of you not going to try and take 24 boxes of caps
are going to be marching into the stadium and with and gowns home with me.
Favorite Bands: U2, Mumford &
whom. That’s about it as far as the big things. There’s
MZ: How will this year’s ceremony be
also a bunch of little, minor things that I do that come different than previous years?
Sons and Muse
into play.
MC: A lot of students kind of already
MZ: How long have you been a part of the know; I guess it kind of filtered through. The
graduation process?
first difference is you’ll be seated differently
MC: I’ve been in charge of graduation myself as out on the field; you’ll actually be facing,
the lead coordinator since the class of 2000. But before what I call, the riverside of the stadium.

Favorites:
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Volunteers team up to treat senior citizens to a meal
By Valerie
Lannon

News Co-Editor
J u n i o r
Historians teamed
up with the Gay
Straight
Alliance,
both advised by Mr.
Thomas Burns, May
31 to make the pieces
of the annual Senior
Citizens’
Dinner
fall into place for a Students voluntarily serve the
delightful evening of patiently waiting senior citizens
cheer and gratitude food and drinks while listening to
for the elders of the members from the jazz band.
community.
Contributed Photos
Around 90 senior
citizens of the community were invited to enjoy a night
of conversation, entertainment and free food prepared
by the classes of Mr. Jonathan McElhaney and Ms. Beth
DeSantis.
For the past 10 years, DV has opened the doors of

the 11/12 cafeteria to all senior citizens in
order to give back and to show appreciation
for the older population of the community.
“Nowadays, we focus so much on the
future that we tend to forget the people who
helped make the community what it is,” said
Junior Historians president Victor Naturale.
During the meal, the diners were
entertained by a jazz combo comprising of
sophomore Willy Mullen, sophomore Greg
Giliberti, junior Anna Speer and sophomore
Tyler Williams.
After the hearts and stomachs of the Senior citizens enjoyed a dinner prepared by
senior citizens had been filled, they gathered
volunteers from the Junior Historians, Gay Straight
into the auditorium to be treated with an
encore of musical performances by the jazz Alliance, Mr. McElhaney and Ms. Beth DeSantis.
band.

“It went very; well it always goes well. There were less people this year, but they are always
receptive and appreciative and they loved the jazz concert.” 						

													
									-Mr. Burns.

Inquiring Photographer
		

What are you looking forward to this summer?
By Marisa Balcarcel Staff Writer

“Days spent at the beach.”
Linda Aragon
Class of 2014

“Rafting down the river.”
Evan Gutman
Class of 2014

“Swim team and hanging
out with friends.”
Grayson DeBlock
Class of 2016

“Getting tan and sleeping
in.”
Brittany Minetti
Class of 2014

“Summer nights.”
Michael Cella
Class of 2013

“My bus trip around
America with other
exchange students.”
Caren Peludero
Class of 2015

Scholastic team competes
at National History Bowl
From April 27-28 the Delaware Valley Scholastic Bowl team participated in
the National History Bowl that took place in Washington, DC.
The team won the PA State History Bowl in order to move on to the
national level. This year was the 3rd annual National History Bowl that the
team has attended.
At the national level, the team competed with exquisite effort and finished
with a record of four wins and four losses, placing them second in their
bracket.
“Despite our bout of illness, I feel as if the trip was a success and a
great way to end my time with the History Bowl. I’ve been to three
[competitions] and this was by far the best one yet,” said senior Tyler
Masker.
Photo and caption by Emily McKinney
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The not-so-cool kids

Surrounded by a great expansion of knowledge and opportunity,
most high school students find themselves concerned with one
thing--their popularity.
Being “cool” provides otherwise self-conscious, lonely or
troubled teens with a security blanket. But at what cost?
According to CEO, Mike Jeffries, it comes at the cost of
Abercrombie and Fitch’s clothing, which are designed for “thin and
beautiful” people.
In an interview with Salon magazine, Jeffries claimed “In every
school there are the cool and popular kids, and then there are the
not-so-cool kids. Candidly, we go after the cool kids.”
It’s people like Jeffries that make highschoolers feel like they’re
not good enough.
They’re not curvy, they’re fat.
They’re not unique, they’re weird.
They’re not witty, they’re annoying.
If students have to change everything special about themselves
in order to fit in, then they should stand out.
Being popular in highschool doesn’t define us; it ruins us.
Everyone is so busy vying for the affection of others that they forget
to love themselves first.
Being cool isn’t about being thin or beautiful, or getting invited
to parties, or even about having everyone adore you. To me, a “cool”
kid is somebody that can walk down the halls with confidence in
who they are, no matter what other people may think.
According to Mike Jeffries, most of us fall into the “not-so-cool”
category, but we shouldn’t let the opinion of one person define us.
Work hard in school to better yourself as a student and an
individual.
And most importantly, learn how to define yourself.

BY ELENA ESHLEMAN
Class of 2014

ERIN MCNEELY
GRACE FARRELL

Work hard or try hard

EMILY BELSTERLING
KIM GOODROW

Gym class: it consists of three groups of people. People who
want to play and have fun, people who don’t do anything and
finally, the tryhards.
No matter what activity the class is participating in, the tryhards
manage to ruin it. While the other groups are playing happily or just
standing and watching, the tryhards are diving across the volleyball
court, running into people playing football, jumping in front of
you to catch the Frisbee and kicking the soccer ball as hard as they
possibly can in all directions.
Being a person who doesn’t do anything,
the tryhards annoy me more than
anything else gym-class-related.
They make simple games more
boring than they already are
because no one but the tryhards
are able to touch the ball. It simply
gets slapped around the
room, off the walls
and even the ceiling.
A d d i t i o n a l l y,
they make games
dangerous.
I
personally do not want

Sports Co-Editors

Circulation Co-Managers

MRS. LESLIE LORDI
Adviser

The Del.Aware is an administrative
reviewed publication of the
journalism classes
of
Delaware Valley High School
252 Route 6 & 209
Milford, PA
18337
(570) 296-1850
The Del.Aware will print acceptable
letters written by current students
which may be edited or condensed for
reasons of libel, good taste, grammar
and punctuation.

to fear being tackled while playing volleyball. I can’t even count
how many times someone punched a ball, it bounced off the wall
and hit someone in the face. These students also have the potential
to damage the school. Every time one of my classes has been in
the 11/12 gym, a basketball hits the ceiling. The ceiling. Do you
understand how hard you need to hit a ball for it to hit the ceiling?
Tryhards create an environment that most people do not want
to be a part of. Gym teachers need to be more aware of the situations
that are occurring under their supervision. Tryhards endanger the
other students and make gym class a miserable place to be.
Just calm down, guys. The ball will come to you eventually.

BY ASHLEY KUSHNER
Class of 2015

My trip to Harrisburg
I had the honor of being one of twenty high school students
chosen from Pennsylvania to attend a five day Youth Education
Summit (Y.E.S.) trip in Harrisburg. This wonderful program is
fully sponsored by the National Rifle Association (NRA).
We arrived Thursday, April 25th where we ate pizza and did
some fun ice breaker activities. The next day we went to Palmyra
Sportsmen’s Club and I got to shoot an AR-15, 12 gauge shot gun
and a recurve bow. It was my first time shooting an AR-15; I’ve
shot the other two things before. I actually shot off a metal animal
silhouette target by accident with the AR-15.
We also got to watch a handgun competition; it was really
cool to watch how fast someone can shoot. That same night we
had a debate on whether or not guns should be allowed on college
campuses. I was a judge on this one.
On the third day we went to Gettysburg Battle Field. This
was my first time going there. We had the best tour guide; he was
so good that when we were on Little Round top I could see the
Confederates coming out of the tree line. He taught us leadership
by demonstrating how the generals made their decisions. At the
end of the tour he recited the Gettysburg address and I teared up,
knowing thousands of people died on the ground I was standing on.
At dinner that night we talked to Representative Dan Moul,
We asked him a lot of questions about gun control, education, and
things that pertained to us as students like us.
Sunday followed with a lot of presentations, debates, public
speaking, letter writing, and talking. We had another debate on if
the Constitution be interpreted as written or interpreted based on
current times. I was on the team that said it should be interpreted
as written.
Finally, the last day came and we went to the state capital. It
was my first time there – it was huge! I loved the ceilings and the
Senators’ floor. I felt like I stepped back in time. We got to talk to
Senator Richard Alloway; he was a really nice guy.
We found out who the two people picked to go to Nationals
in Washington D.C. were. Mr. Miko, one of our chaperones said,
I was so excited that I got picked! This means I will be going to
Nationals for free this June.
States was the best five days of my life. I met so many awesome
people and learned so much about our state and about myself too.
I could not be more ecstatic to go to Nationals to learn more about
this great country and meet new people.

BY KRISTEN DEVILLIERS
Class of 2014
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The team
“The part that always amazes me is that some 80,000 teams
was
nothing
Sports Co-Editor
short
of attend the world ﬁnals and not one of them has the same solution
i m p r e s s i v e to a problem. It’s like the Olympics of the mind!”
Delaware
Valley’s
not only on
Theatrical team proved
- Mrs. Charity
the stage but
successful
in
their
off of it as
journey to find an outwhen you make a mistake the only ones who know are
well. They made friends with you and your team and then from there you know what
of-the box solution last
kids from Germany, Poland and areas you need to work on.”
week when they traveled
Mexico.
to
Michigan
State
When looking back, Coach Charity laughed at the
“The part that always memories this season has brought, but admits that her
University for the annual
amazes me is that some 80,000 favorite memory was of one of the girls on the team
Odyssey of the Mind
teams attend
World
Competition.
who was a whoopee
the
world
The team placed 9th in
cushion that refused to
finals and not
their selective category
fart because it was “not
one of them
as well as 18th overall Odyssey of the Mind members pose while on
classy” and instead just
has the same
in the world. The team stage after perfoming their skit.
yelled ‘whoopee.’
solution to a
consisted of sophomores Conrtibuted Photo
“It is amazing
problem. It’s
James
Montemarano,
the people that OM
Kristin Jones, Kayli Ziolkowski, Sydney Famularo, like the Olympics of the mind!” said
creates. You can be one
Lindsey Lockwood, Gabrielle Felix and freshman Avery Mrs. Charity.
person in the outside
With seven members who will
Larson. Each member contributed his or her own talents
world and the minute
be returning for the next two or three
to lead them to their great successes.
you step on the stage,
The group would have been happy if the team had years, the team expects to continue on
you are allowed to be
their streak of success by only becoming
finished anywhere in the top 20 of their category.
anyone and anything
“The kids overachieved and their hard work without better every year.
The theatrical team felt accomplished after you want,” said Coach
Montemarano exclaimed, “We they dominated worlds.
a doubt paid off in the end. It was a collaborative effort by
Charity.
a group of seven kids with seven different personalities,” were very good this year and it was Contributed Photo
said Coach Luann Charity. “They were like the breakfast definitely a collective effort but no
performance can be flawless. Even
club. I often referred to them as my charity cases.”

BY ERIN MCNEELY

Petrocelli inspires DV students, leaving them in tears
BY JENNY WISNIEWSKI
Staff Writer

“You Matter! You matter! You matter!” were the
words of inspirational speaker Bobby Petrocelli on the
morning and afternoon of May 9 in the high school
auditorium.
Juniors and seniors had the opportunity to listen to
the motivational speaker whose aim is inspiring students
to make a change in their lives.
Petrocelli introduced himself as a
high school teacher and coach who
was originally from Brooklyn,
NY, now residing in Tampa, Fla.
He spoke about a tragedy
that occurred one Thursday
night after a football game.
Petrocelli was getting
ready for bed next to
his first wife, who
had already fallen
asleep.
The
next thing he
remembered
was waking up
to an F150 pickup

truck in his bedroom. The truck was driven
The lyrics, “staring at the
by a drunk driver whose alcohol level was more
blank page before you, open
than twice the legal limit. Petrocelli survived,
up the dirty window,” from hit
but unfortunately his wife did not.
song “Unwritten” by Natasha
Showing that he was not alone, thousands
Bedingfield were referenced to
of Petrocelli’s athletes and students marched
help teach students about starting
across the cemetery at his wife’s funeral in
new and seeing things clearly,
support of their beloved teacher and coach.
without a haze or confusion
Years later, as time passed through the
getting in the way.
darkness of Petrocelli’s life, he found love
He also told the students
again and now travels to speak to students and
that the key to life is forgiveness
parents nationwide, inspiring them to “take 10
and that forgiving people helps
seconds to change something in your life or
you “think twice about hurting
someone else’s life.”
yourself or other people.”
W h e n
arriving to a
At the end of his speech,
Contributed photos
school
or
arena, he said
Petrocelli had many students in
his plan is
to “impact people and tears because of the way he inspired them to appreciate
show them
the value, importance and each moment in life and made them feel loved and
purpose that they have in important.
the world.”
“He was so amazing and inspired me with the way he
He made references to hit spoke with passion about trying to be a better person and
songs such as “Thrift Shop” and appreciating every moment in life. I balled like a baby,”
“Feel This Moment” throughout the said senior Kristiana Brush.
assembly to add a comical approach to his
For further information on Petrocelli’s speeches or
speech, taking the time to make students laugh in order story, visit www.10seconds.org.
to explain his story with comedic relief.
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tenor sax, Ryan Curchoe on alto sax
and Mr. Rauh on bari sax along with
Entertainment Co-Editor
other talented musicians.
Some of the music performed
On May 10, the Delaware Valley High School hosted
were
original pieces by Al Cohn, an
the “Old Exit 11” Jazz Festival, in which middle school,
American
jazz saxophonist, arranger
high school and local professional musicians participated.
and
composer
who passed away in
The festival opened with performances from DV
1988.
middle school students and were followed by high school
A formal practice was held before
jazz students.
the concert on Friday
They played
“We
always
look
forward
to
our
Jazz
Festival.
from 3 o’clock to 5
a “nice set of
eight to ten It is a chance to display talents in a combination o’clock. Mr. Rauh
along with Keller
tunes,”
said with supporting a great cause.”
and others ,were able Local musicians and teachers
Director,
- Mr. Rauh, High school band teacher to fill the auditorium rehearsed prior to the concert.
Lance Rauh.
with sound. Several Contributed Photo
Lastly
was
students
sat
in
the audience chairs,
the group of professionals comprising of Bob Keller on
listening and appreciating the music.

By Dallas Ernst

The DV Jazz Festival has a history
of raising money for a worthy and
relevant cause. This year, the $100
donation will support a jazz camp,
Celebration of the Arts (COTA).
The camp will be held on July
22 through July 28, at the Delaware
Water Gap in Pennsylvania. Tuition
will be $450 and housing is available.
Scholastic Swing, an initiative
that promotes jazz education, is
another organization which received
recognition.
“We always look forward to
our Jazz Festival. It is a chance to
display talents in a combination
with supporting a great cause,” said
Mr. Rauh.

Band program concludes with successful performance
By Courtney Thompson
Staff Writer
Delaware Valley’s band concert on May 22 provided
great music and touching senior farewells.
Before the concert, a slideshow displayed pictures of
senior members of the band along with information on
where each person is going after high school.
The concert kicked off with an upbeat melody and
followed through with similar “setting themed” songs
that invoked memories of certain places in life.
Director of bands Mr. Lance Rauh took time to
recognize each senior and praise them for their hard work
and individual achievements. He also acknowledged
Annemarie Mullen, Victor Naturale and Alex Testino,
who are top five of the senior class. Mullen was also the
Concert Mistress and Lambert is the band president.
Another recognition was given to Alex Testino,

who competed at States and was awarded a feature in Sharpe, Alex Testino, Jessica Thalassinos and Amanda
the concert. He played the
Tomik.
melody for a wistful and
The night was filled with
dynamic piece called “Isle Of
farewells to both the seniors
Calypso.”
and Mr. Barry Bartle, the
The band seniors include
band director for Dingman
Marissa Bramble, Kyle Brown,
Delaware Middle School who
Elizabeth Caldwell, Christine
is retiring this year. However,
Culver, Anna Cutaia, Samuel
the band brought some humor
Curtis, Adrianna Ellison,
to the stage with Lambert’s
Cody Esposito, Colleen
comedic “Laugh” sign and Mr.
Kitchen, Krystal Kolassa,
Rauh’s jingling jester hat that
Saige Krisanda, Brendan
he wore during one song.
Lambert, David Larson,
Overall, this spring concert
Annmarie Mullen, Tyler Band director, Mr. Lance Rauh, conducts
demonstrated the band’s talent
Mutzek, Victor Naturale,
and highlighted its member’s
the final 2013 spring concert.
Stephanie Osczepinski, Robert Contributed Photo
achievements musically and
Orzeck, Josh Scott, Zachary
academically.

Chorus concert ends the year on a high note
By Emily McKinney
News Editor

On May 30, the chorus program
performed their last concert of the
year in front of an audience of about
300 people.
The group performed a wide
range of songs. They opened with a
strong number called “Last Words
of David,” which Mr. Richard Horst
felt started out the concert with a
ton of power. “Wanting Memories”
and “Les Miserables” were deemed
to be students’ favorites and “Battle Chorus program wraps up the
Hymn of the Republic” was a year with up-beat melodies.
Contributed Photo
crowd pleaser.
As the last concert of the year,

there were many soloists of all ages, achieve more than they know they can whether they are
especially seniors, who were featured. tired or mad or sick, but I already knew that would be
The soloists included Courtney Krauss, the hardest part,” said Mr. Horst. “This is the struggle
Audrey Djiya, Lex Merbler, Krystal that leads to a teacher feeling good about what they do; it
Kolasa, Brianna Kislak,
is incredibly
Jaymarie Santana, Erica
“Everything was a hit. Mr. Krauss said gratifying.”
Vibert, Martin Morton, our concert was considered the greatest hits of
Along
Michaela Edelman, Hailey
with
the
Hoffman, Alex Miller, Sam choral music.”
students
- Mr. Horst, High school chorus teacher in the DV
Evers and Josh Shepard.
“Everything was a
c h o r a l
hit. Mr. Krauss said our concert was program, kids from the Dingman-Delaware children’s
considered the greatest hits of choral choir joined in for three songs along with the alumni of
music,” said Mr. Horst.
the program, who joined for the last two songs as part of
However, this success did not a new tradition that the choral program plans on keeping.
come without challenges.
Overall, the seniors of DV chorus will be missed.
“The biggest struggle I’ve faced
“I’ll miss their dedication, kindness and work ethic,”
my entire career is pushing students to said Mr. Horst.
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Tanker explosion rocks Mexico City

BY ZACH SMICKLE
World News Editor

In the early hours of May 7, a huge
blast rocked Ecatepec, a suburb of Mexico
City, injuring over 30 people and killing
22 when a tanker carrying gasoline crashed
and exploded. The blast destroyed 45 homes
in the surrounding area and left over 100
people without a home.
“There was a flash, then a noise, and
the ground began to shake,” said Dulce
Gonzalez, who lives in the neighborhood
where the tanker plowed into homes early
that morning.
According to reports from police who
responded to the blast and subsequent fire,
the driver of the truck, 36 year old Juan
Olivares was speeding in the southbound
lane of the highway when he lost control
of the truck and crashed into the center
divider. The truck then broke apart sending
the gas tanks into two separate houses where
they exploded.
“All the windows broke to the inside.
We got down and left crawling,” said Lopez,
who lost a brother, a sister, three nephews

and a sister-in-law who all lived in separate
units of one of the destroyed homes.
“Everything was in flames,” he said.

Source: New York Times
First responders, both emergency
personal and neighbors, were greeted
with huge fires sending thick black smoke

into the sky and utter destruction as they
attempted to rescue survivors.
“We just pulled burned people, and
put out the fire in the houses, but we don’t
really know what happened,” said Rogelio
Martinez, a resident who was helping his
neighbors.
Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto
soon addressed the country and promised
future changes to the transportation system
to prevent such an accident again.
“I have instructed the Transportation
Department … to review the safety
conditions on this federal highway in places
where structures have been built on the
right of way, so that in the near future, work
can be carried out to make it safer,” he said.
As of May 12, 15 people remain in the
hospital with serious injuries. Olivares, who
survived the crash, remains in detention at
Magdalena Las Salinas Hospital in Mexico
City where he is being treated for his injuries.
He could face possible manslaughter and
property destruction charges.
A similar incident occurred in April
2012, when double-trailer truck slammed
into a bus, killing 43 people.

Ohio kidnappings shock onlookers
BY KIM GOODROW

Circulation Co-Manager
The world was shocked as three missing
women, thought to be dead, were found
alive on May 10.
A daring escape and a dramatic 911 call
led to the rescue of the three women who
allegedly had been held captive for years.
Police have arrested a 52-year-old Ariel
Castro and his two brothers in relation to
the abductions.
Amanda Berry disappeared at age 16,
on April 21, 2003, after she called her sister
to say she was getting a ride home from her
job at a Burger King. Gina DeJesus went
missing at age 14 on her way home from
school about a year later. Michelle Knight
disappeared about 10 years ago when she
was 21.
Cleveland’s police chief Ed Tomba said
the women were thought to be tied up in
the house and had been there since they
disappeared.
“I heard screaming - I see this girl going
nuts trying to get outside,” Charles Ramsey,
the man who found them, told local news.
“I go on the porch and she said ‘Help

me get out. I’ve been here a long time.’ - She
comes out with a little girl ... ‘Call 911, my
name is Amanda Berry’... When she told
me it didn’t register.”
All three women were taken to a
hospital, where they were reported to be in
good medical condition, police said.
They were to be reunited with their
remaining members of their families at
the hospital, Cleveland’s Channel 5 News
reported.
Castro was described by neighbors
as a friendly school bus driver
and musician, whose daughter
would often come over with his
grandchildren.
Ramsey said he had lived
in the neighborhood for a
year and saw the man in the
house where the women
were found “every day.”
It was also determined
that there was a child
amongst the three victims,
fathered by Castro. The girl
was born Christmas Day
2006, delivered by Knight
in a kiddie pool in the

basement.
Castro is in jail on charges of kidnapping
and rape, jailed with an $8 million bond.
In a letter penned by the lawyers for
Berry, DeJesus and Knight, the survivors are
said to be “happy and safe” and continuing
to heal.
As for the man made famous for
putting down his Big Mac to help free three
women, Ramsey will never
have to buy a hamburger in
his hometown again with 15
restaurants are offering him a
free hamburger whenever he
wants it.
The
restaurant
Ramsey works at
produced a t-shirt
with his face and the
words
“Cleveland
Hero” on the front,
netting $21,000 for
a fund set up for the
women held captive.

Christie
sheds
weight
BY DOM MONTEMARANO
Sports Editor

In recent years, New Jersey
governor Chris Christie has
transformed into a rising GOP star
with aspirations that lead toward
the White House. Within this
time period, Christie has often
been confronted with questions
regarding his unhealthy body
weight.
In February, he addressed these
concerns by undergoing an invasive
procedure that will enable him to
lose weight quickly and efficiently.
Christie privately underwent lap
band surgery, which is a procedure
that reduces the size of his stomach
with a gastric band and, as a result,
decreases the amount of food that
can be consumed.
Christie did not disclose
information about the surgery
immediately, as he chose to wait
until early May to inform the
public.
Although many political
pundits speculate that this surgery
is a sign that Christie is gearing
up for a 2016 presidential run,
Christie continues to assert that he
had the procedure done solely for
health concerns.
“Whatever size I happen to
be when I have to make decisions
about what to do next in my career,
I doubt that will play any role or
effect in what I decide to do,”
commented Christie. “It’s not a
career issue for me; it is a long-term
health issue for me.”
The republican governor,
whose body weight has reportedly
exceeded 300 pounds on multiple
occasions, has lost 40 pounds
within a three-month span as a
result of the lap band surgery.
“Why wouldn’t you do that to
cure obesity?” Christie rhetorically
asked, referencing the effectiveness

Mrs. Burke has taught
French 1-4 at DV, hosted the
Foreign Language Club
and even visited France.

The Del.Aware would like to thank Mr. Thomas Burns of the Social Studies Department and Mrs. Hinda Burke of the Foreign Language Department for their many years of service to DVHS. You have both made a
lasting impact on both staff and students, and you will surely be missed.

Mr. Burns has taught AP European
History in additon to Peace Studies
and other social studies courses.

MRS. HINDA BURKE

BY ANNA CUTAIA

Arts and Literature Editor

.
BY MORGANNE MALLON
Entertainment Editor

On June 14, Delaware Valley will not only be losing
its senior class, but also one of the most loved teachers
to have walked these hallways: Mr. Thomas Burns,
who is retiring after 24 years of dedication to DV.
Mr. Burns found himself at DV after meeting
former superintendent Dr. Candice Finan through the
basketball coach at La Salle Academy, the Catholic school
in New York where he taught for 19 years. A New
York native, he was educated at Manhattan
College and New York University.
“Being somewhat of a troubled lad
coming from a troubled household, I had
some teachers who really went out of
their way to take care of me,” Mr. Burns
said, explaining his decision to become
an educator. “So sometimes you have
to pay it back.”
Since taking a job at DV, Mr.
Burns has taught courses in American
History, European and World
Cultures, and most recently, AP
European History and Peace Studies,
where he came to have an inﬂuence
on a number of his students.
“Mr. Burns really made me want
to become a history teacher, a kind
of teacher who just doesn’t teach you
the content, but also about life,” said
Mr. Marc Valentine. “He’s probably
the biggest motivating factor for what I
wanted to do and the way I wanted to do
it and the instructor I wanted to become.
He’s the best teacher that Delaware
Valley has probably ever had.”
In addition to his teaching duties,
he has coached track, advised Student

Council, Peer Mediation and Junior Historians, and helped found
the Gay Straight Alliance (GSA).
“He has helped many of the GSA members grow immensely,”
said senior and co-President Lex Merbler. “I believe that Mr.
Burns has given a lot of kids who don’t believe that they have a
safe place or person the reality that they do.”
Mr. Burns’ impact on his students and this school can be
seen in the fact that students who graduated 10, 15 and even
20 years ago still remember him fondly, in the endless line of
alumni that return to DV for the sole purpose of visiting his
room or giving a presentation to his students, in the artwork
and photographs commemorating his 43 years as an
educator that cover the walls of M5, and in the love
and gratitude that can be heard in the words his
students speak of him.
“Mr. Burns is the kindest and wisest man I
have ever met. He genuinely cares about every
student he comes into contact with, not only
about their grades but also about their future
and wellbeing,” explained senior Audrey Djiya,
who worked with Mr. Burns as a member of
Junior Historians and Peer Mediation and as a
student. “Mr. Burns is truly one of a kind and
has had a positive, lasting impact on all those
around him.”
Although Mr. Burns will miss the kids here
at DV, he looks forward to using his free time to
play with his grandchildren, relax and read.
“Coming to DV and Pa. was one of the best
decisions I ever made in my life,” Mr. Burns said.
I do not think it is a stretch to say that every
student who has had the privilege to count him as
their teacher, their adviser, their conﬁdant and their
friend agrees.
Photo by Morganne Mallon
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This year Delaware Valley
will not only see the class of 2013
students commence, but will also
say “au revoir” to some who have
served the school by teaching and
guiding its students. Among them is
Mrs. Hinda Burke, an 8 year veteran
of the foreign language department.
Mrs. Burke taught French 1

KE
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The yearbook staff has formally dedicated
2013’s yearbook to Mr. Burns.

through French 3 all 8 years at
Delaware Valley and French 4 the
last few years. Besides this, she
sponsored the school’s Foreign Film
Club in 2011-2012.
Of the club, she commented, “We
got to eat and watch movies. What
more can you ask for?”
Mrs. Burke served in the
classroom by not only teaching the
language, but by also vouching the
importance of cultural exploration
and sharing in its value and her
experience with her students.
“Learning a language gives
you the opportunity to understand
your own language and culture

from another point of view,” she
explained.
But for Mrs. Burke, culture is
not the only thing to explore. The
multi-faceted foreign enthusiast
shared that she has also served
communities apart from Delaware
Valley in her working history,
garnering a resume that proves her
penchant for trying new experiences.
Included is the work she
has done in Pittsburgh public
schools for 4 years-- “back
in the 1970s” she added--,
work as an Administrative
Assistant at the University
of Pittsburgh, a Software
Conﬁguration Manager for
a defense contractor, a
Software
Development
Manager
for
Texas
Instruments, a Technical
Documentation Manager
for an independent
software
company,
an
independent
technical
writing
consultant
and
an educational
software
content
developer.
“ I n
between my
teaching
I
have
in
many
jobs
and
s h e
“ B u t
wanted

gigs,
worked
different
capacities,”
shared.
I
have
to
be
a
teacher
since
I was
a child.
I
used
to invite
my friends over to play and then
I would give them spelling tests. I
wrote lesson plans and schedules.

The only question was what I would
teach.”
When she started studying
French in the eighth grade, she
found her answer.
“My decision to return to
teaching after 30 years of doing
other things came as a result of my
daughter growing up,” she said. “I
just wasn’t done bossing teenagers
around yet,” she added with a
smile.
Now, Mrs. Burke is
drawing a close on that
chapter of her life as well.
“The time I have
spent at DV has been
wonderful,”
she
afﬁrmed, “because
I
have
been
involved with a
dedicated
and
caring
faculty
along with the
many individual
contacts I’ve had
with
students.
I love to teach,
I
love
when
students
learn
and can apply
their
learning,
I
love
seeing
students grow
and learn to
trust their own
judgment.”
Mrs. Burke loved
her students so much
that she’d like to be
remembered as a teacher
who has made a profuse inﬂuence
on them.
To them, she closes, “Do what
you know is right and don’t ever
stop learning.”

Photo by Jenny Wisniewski
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Spotlight Musician
Colleen Kitchen

BY ANNA CUTAIA

Arts & Literature Editor
Senior Colleen Kitchen will soon be
leaving to study in France. Despite her
excitement, she feels the two aspects she
will miss from home are the Delaware
Valley concert and jazz bands, ensembles
that have impacted her almost as much as
she has impacted them during her time in
the high school.
Colleen has been playing the alto
saxophone for what would now be seven
years. Her interest in the instrument
peaked when she was looking through
the flyers given out in elementary
school and felt compelled to join a
musical ensemble.
“Why saxophone? Because
it was cool,” Colleen raved. “The
flute and the clarinet were,
you know, common. The
saxophone was fun and
jazzy.”
Colleen certainly
embodies the fun
and the jazz of
her
instrument.
A bright face behind
her music stand and a
constant occupier of the
band’s quarters, she feels
that Delaware Valley’s band
is more than a band.
“It’s like a family, and it’s
full of the people I am going
to miss most after I graduate,”
she said.
Colleen has participated
in two honors festivals, the
Susquehanna ensemble and

county band. She also was awarded a solo
for the spring band concert.
“I was really excited to get that solo,”
she enthused. “I wanted to play it perfectly
and I was nervous to screw it up, and I’m
happy that I didn’t.”
Colleen admits that a passion like she
has for music is not all fun and games.
Although music “simply makes [her]
happy” it also takes hard work to create
something one loves.
“I practice three to four days a week,”
she said. “When you put in all the hard
work you do and get the results you
have wanted in the end, that’s
when it all becomes rewarding.”
Now that her last concert
has been performed, Colleen is
looking back on her experiences
with the band.
“There have been so
many great times with
football games and
concerts. It’s really
sad it’s over,” she
commented.
Colleen
will
be attending the
University of AixMarseille in France
to major in foreign
language with a focus
in English Literature,
but band won’t be
forgotten.
“I’m going to keep
playing,” she closed. “I
want to find a band to
join on the side, not for
the money, but just for
the experience.”

BY GRACE FARRELL

Fashion Aware

Summer Bathing
Suit Trends

Sports Co-Editor
It’s that time of the year again, ladies!
The two words that some cringe at the
very sound of, while others jump for joy
– bikini season.
Last year, retina-burning neon
triangle swimsuits emerged onto the
scene; however, summer 2013 will
be taking a step back in time. Bold,
unconventional patterns and retro
high-waisted swimsuits are now all
the rage. For the novice bikini shopper,
please take notes.
Observers might find the high-

Spotlight Artist
Brittany Manheim

BY DAN FAVARO
Managing Editor

Known for her detailed sculpting and
colorful graphic designs, senior Brittany
Manheim sees art as a way to express her
creativity and imagination.
Throughout her years in art classes
such as Drawing 1 and 2, General
Art, Computer Graphics 1 and 2,
Painting 1 and 2 and Ceramics 1
and 2, Brittany notes her ceramics
plate, vessel, flowerpot and her
array of computer graphics pieces
as her best works.
Brittany has had a graphic
design published in the Vernon
Invitational Art Show, along with
other publications throughout the halls
of DV.
Brittany has also received recognition
at the annual Autism Awareness Candle
Light Vigil for winning the graphic design
t-shirt contest with her colorful “Building
Acceptance” design. Her design has been
printed
on
h u n d re d s
of t-shirts,
which
are worn
proudly
throughout
t
h
e
community.
To Brittany,
art serves as a venue
for expression.
“When you work on a
piece, you’re working to make it come
alive. Art is the best form of expression
waisted swimsuit bottom trend a bit odd,
being that it somewhat resembles bellybutton high granny panties. Nonetheless,
this new statement is bold, retro, and if
worn in the right taste with a floral or
graphic print, can look very classy.
Whichever bikini top or onepiece you find that best suits your
body, whether it is bandeau, halter
or string, try to stay away from
predictable solid colors.
This
summer, try metallic, floral, Aztec
or even houndstooth print. These
patterns will most certainly make a
statement while flattering your individual

possible; it’s a way to relax and unwind,”
Brittany noted.
Art has been an intrinsic value in
Brittany’s family during her childhood,
and serves as a connection back to her
aunt Marilyn.
“The moment
when I really
began
to
appreciate art
was
when
my
aunt
taught me
how to water
color. That
was the last
time we spent
together.
She
wanted something
which I can remember her
by after she has passed, and that memory
has sparked my art career to develop into
what it is today,” Brittany said.
Other than her aunt Marilyn,
Brittany cannot trace her inspiration back
to one or two mentors. All of her
teachers have inspired her in
their own, unique ways.
“All of my teachers have
brought a different quality
to my artistic repertoire. It
is hard to just note one or
two teachers when all of my
teachers have helped me in their
own ways,” Brittany reflected.
Brittany plans to apply her
artistic talents at Stroudsburg School
of Cosmetology after graduation, while
continuing other forms of art as a hobby
in her spare time.
uniqueness. For the extra daring, try to
mix and match some prints.
“I am so excited about our new line
arriving this summer. The high-waisted
belts and unique patterns will be a crowd
pleaser, with a new twist on a retro vintage
look,” said runway fashion swimwear
designer Michael Kohrs.
As Macklemore put it so eloquently,
the “fringe game” is also back in style. Yes,
the texture cloth that hangs from cowboy’s
arm sleeves can now be found on girl’s
swimwear. Which begs the question, what
will fashion designers come up with next?
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Spotlight Writer
David Burns
BY KIM GOODROW

Circulation Co-Manager
Senior David Burns uses his analytical
mind not only for manipulating numbers
physics and calculus, but for words as
well. Writing since eighth grade, David
finds inspiration not from any one person
or place, but the trials and tribulations of
life. Although he does not plan to make a
career of it, he does plan on utilizing his
skills on his future endeavors at the Naval
Academy.
“It’s not so much a hobby as a learned
talent. I don’t plan on making a career
out of it or anything; sometimes it just
the easiest way to get out my thoughts or
feelings,” said David.
Throughout the years he has
encountered many people, but the
teachers that have made a lasting impact
on his writing consist of his eight grade
English teacher Mrs. Anderson, AP
composition teacher Mr. Farrell and his
Advanced British literature teacher Mrs.
Dwyer. Picking just one genre to read or
write about proved to be rather difficult,
but enjoying fiction and nonfiction alike,
along with articles from things like Time
Magazine only help David to explore
phenomenons and exploring different
explanations through his own writing.
His creative ways coupled with his cogent
mind and an impressive vocabulary make
for an excellent story.
“Writing allows me to put my
thoughts into the minds of people I have
never met before thousands of miles
away.”

Writer’s Sample
They say that a picture
tells a thousand words, it’s a
logical fallacy, a hyperbole,
an idiom familiar only to the
English language. It’s not the
picture that’ll tell the story: it’s
the imagination. This same
imagination fuels the coal ﬁre
driving the pistons and cogs in a
writers head. Guided by emotion
redirected from the heart to the
brain, a pen scratches more than
words on a piece of paper. Its
ink now composed of blood and
soul, this pen has more than
enough means and nourishment
to endure a thousand words. A
picture shows a single second in
time; words tell the story.
I choose to write as I do to
accomplish a feat far larger than
painting a picture. I bleed; I
endure; I write to create a piece
that’s more than just a thousand
words.

Drama kids make a trip to
the Big Apple
For 25 consecutive years the DV Drama Club seniors have gone to NYC
to enjoy a Broadway production as a ﬁnal farewell before they graduate.
This year the nine seniors and Director Kim Golden attended the play
“Newsies.” The Drama Club not only went to the Big Apple to watch
the play but they were also able to experience the thrill of being in NYC
together.
“This is the last time we will spend together as a group, it’s nice to catch
up and share one more theater experience,” said Ms. Golden.
After the seniors graduate, Ms. Golden is looking forward to what is to
come next year.
“They have been supportive of one another, enthusiastic about working
and improving, dedicated, reliable and just fun to be around. Although I
will miss them, I am excited for them and wish them much success and
happiness in the future. I also thank them for sharing their time and
talents with us,” Ms. Golden concluded.
Contributed Photo / Caption by Jessica Balcarcel

Book Review BStaffCWriter
Y

OURTNEY THOMPSON

There is something to be said for a book
that can make readers laugh and cry at the
same time. John Green’s “The Fault in Our
Stars” does exactly that.
The novel begins when two teenage
cancer patients, Hazel Grace and Augustus
Waters, meet at a support group. Hazel has
Stage 4 thyroid cancer and has resigned to
living an unattached life, but befriending
Augustus gives her a new perspective.
The fault in Hazel and Augustus’s stars
is that Hazel doesn’t have long to live and

doesn’t want to hurt Augustus. The two
restrain from dating so she can protect him
but their feelings for each other increase
with every chapter.
“The Fault in Our Stars” addresses
some thoughts and issues that give people a
non-romanticized glimpse into what young
cancer patients go through. John Green,
renowned for his honesty and dark humor,
doesn’t sugar-coat the reality of cancer.
Despite the difficult situation and
overall sad topic, Hazel and Augustus find
humor, friendship and love. Hazel was
a particularly relatable character in her
objection to being patronized and her desire

to protect her loved ones from worrying
about her makes her a hero in her own way.
The plot was also interesting and it
differed from my expectations. Green adds
various twists and surprises, along with
an unexpected amount of adventure for a
girl with an oxygen tank and a boy with a
prosthetic leg.
Anyone who has dealt with loss or
suffering should read “The Fault in Our
Stars.” Hazel and Augustus’s struggle
with mortality and acceptance of death is
touching and heartbreaking, but in the end,
the lesson learned is that life should be lived
to its fullest despite grim situations.
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Celebrities
receive
college
degrees
“Random Access
Memories”

BY NATE KING

Science & Technology Editor
Nearly a decade has passed since
the French duo Daft Punk released a
proper studio album, but now they
are back, and this time they are not
alone.
“Random Access Memories,”
now known as RAM, Daft Punk’s
heavily anticipated studio album,
was released May 21 after a sweeping
marketing campaign that included
iTunes users free access to the album
before the album’s official release
and numerous advertisements on
Saturday Night Live.
I initially had mixed feelings
about RAM, but as I listened to it
again and again I enjoyed it more.
I enjoyed some songs from the
beginning of my listening experience
for elegantly paying tribute to the
disco era and achieving maximum
groovy-ness, and others that weren’t
as catchy eventually grew on me.
In every song on the album
(particularly “Get Lucky” and “Lose
Yourself to Dance”) Daft Punk sets a
thumping bass and funky guitar riff
while featuring the vocal abilities of
disco stars like Pharell Wiliams or
Julian Casablancas.
What really stuck out to me is
how layered the sound is. In each
song, real instruments are coupled
with a digitized bass and drum to
serve as a bed for vocals, guitar licks
and the trademark “vocoder” vocals
by Daft Punk. This creates a distinct
mood throughout the album that I
found very appealing.
Overall, Daft Punk’s new
album is refreshing. RAM serves
to prove that Daft Punk maintains
originality by moving on from the
techniques and methods that made
past successes, namely “Discovery,”
so groundbreaking. Some fans
are disappointed by how different
RAM is, but I love that rather than
repeat what has worked in the past,
Daft Punk continues to break new
ground.

BY MORGANNE MALLON
Entertainment Editor

As the school year comes to an end,
seniors everywhere are gearing up to walk
across the stage and receive their diplomas,
as well as a few notable celebrities who
will be receiving honorary doctorates this
graduation season.
On May 26, actor and director Ben
Affleck, who won an Oscar this year for
“Argo,” received an honorary Doctor
of Fine Arts degree from Brown
University.
A month earlier on April
25, actor Matt Damon was
awarded with the 2013
Harvard Arts Medal, 21 years
after he dropped out of the
Ivy League university.
An honorary degree
is given to a distinguished
person without the person
having to meet any of the

Movie Rated:
Review PG-13

requirements typically needed for the
degree, including a high school diploma.
Despite dropping out of high school in
his junior year, as well as being a convicted
rapist who was forced to file bankruptcy
after wasting away his million dollar career,
b o x e r
Mike Tyson can also
now be called
a “Doctor”
thanks to a
degree
from
Central
State
University.
Universities
across
the

The Great
Gatsby

TV
Review

world often award the degrees to celebrities
in order to be able to associate the famous
names with their school.
Many of these celebrities give
commencement
speeches,
including
actor Robert de Niro who spoke to Bates
College’s graduates of 2012 and television
personality Oprah Winfrey who graced
Duke University in 2009.
Even fictional characters can receive
diplomas; Southampton College offered
Kermit the Frog an honorary degree and
delivered the school’s commencement
speech in 1996.
So as seniors receive the diplomas
they worked towards their entire lives and
endured countless exams, finals, homework
and early morning classes for, they can bask
in the knowledge that if enough people
know your name, whether that be because
you are a convict or a lifeless puppet, you
can become a doctor without even having
to know how to read.

Arrested
Development

I went into “The Great Gatsby” without any expectations and
left the theater with no bitter feelings, but I didn’t love it either;
there are no words to describe the movie other than mediocre.
No one can say that “Gatsby” is not visually stunning; I was
in awe of the over-the-top scenes of hard partying in luxurious
mansions and speeding across the Brooklyn Bridge in lavish cars.
The modern soundtrack of Jay-Z and Lana Del Ray fit perfectly
with 1920s New York City and accentuated the film’s overall mood.
However, the scenes highlighting the wealth and luxury
of the main characters should have been the only over-the-top
parts of the movie. Meant to be excessive, animation involving
Nick’s written words flouncing across the scene and newspapers
announcing Gatsby’s fate spinning across the screen only remind
me of elements of a high school film project.
Despite these annoyances, I am prevented from rating
“Gatsby” as a bad film due to the impressive performances by
the cast. Aside from Maguire, whose schmaltzy narration as Nick
is so overblown it’s irritating, the cast members all fit their roles
and I was reminded once again why I fell in love with DiCaprio
in “Titanic:” his acting range is endless, switching from smooth
playboy to bumbling lover boy with ease.
For me, Luhrmann’s films are hit or miss: ‘miss’ being the
ridiculously stupid “Romeo + Juliet” and ‘hit’ being the fabulously
entertaining “Moulin Rouge!” Unfortunately, “Gatsby” falls into
the ‘miss’ category with its plot so melodramatic it’s both annoying
and boring. Better luck next time, old sport.

“Arrested Development,” one of the most clever sitcoms of all
time, returned to life this past month after seven years off the air,
as Netflix launched an entire season of 15 new episodes for instant
streaming.
This new, fourth season is not bad, but it’s a very different beast
from the original. That’s even with the tremendous advantage of the
original cast (including Jason Bateman, Will Arnett and Michael
Cera) reuniting to play the Bluth family, an unhappy, sometimes
ruthless business dynasty foundering on stupid decisions and
underhanded desperation.
The episodes of the original series laid down incredibly
intricate storylines, but for season four, however, each episode is
organized around a principal character – possibly for the novelty
value, but also to accommodate the fact that, seven years later,
much of the cast is busy with other projects.
To me, the first few episodes seemed to drag on, but starting
with the seventh episode the season really began to take shape,
allowing the storylines to come together and complement each
other in addition to carrying the plot even further.
Ultimately, the show’s humor is what saves the season. For all
of the problems the show’s plotting presents, it also provides some
ingenious jokes along with all of the other comedy viewers came
to expect from the first three seasons.
So far, the reaction I’ve seen online has been relatively mixed,
but it was unlike anything I have ever seen before, and it will be
fascinating to see how season four ages with time.

BY MORGANNE MALLON

BY MIRANDA ZINN

Entertainment Editor

Editor in Chief
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Google Glass raises eyeBrainwaves connect to
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Science and Technology Editor
After the rumors that Google was
developing augmented reality glasses were
confirmed last year, application developers
have recently been given a $1,500
opportunity to test the potential of what
Google calls “Google Glass.”
The possibilities are endless.
Google’s latest innovation is essentially
a smartphone worn around the head like
eye glasses. Google Glass offers a camera,
display, touchpad, battery and microphone
built into
a frame. The image,
which Google claims
looks the same as
a 25-inch 1080p
screen from eight
feet away, is projected
into the upper right hand
corner of the user’s frame of vision
by a small transparent prism.
Data is projected through
this screen as an overlay on top
of what the user sees so as

t o
make
t h e
completion
of
tasks
one would use a
smartphone
for more intuitive.
As for the specs, Google Glass is as
comparable to a smartphone as it could be.
Offering “all-day” long battery life, 12GB
of usable SSD memory, a 5MP camera and
730p video, Google Glass connect to Google
Drive over a built in Wi-Fi connection, and
it can also connect to any Bluetooth enabled
device.
The camera records the first-person
perspective, making a viewfinder redundant.
The user can control Glass by either using
the touchpad that runs along the frame or
by giving verbal commands to the device,
similar to Apple’s Siri.
Glass also provides sound to the user
using bone-induction technology. Literally,
the frame vibrates against the user’s skull to
create sound.
As developers can attest, Glass is
capable of much more than taking pictures

or recording video.
Google’s Hangout video conferencing
software is integrated with Google Glass so
the user can join a hangout and broadcast a
feed from the built-in camera.
A user can also tether Glass to their
Bluetooth enabled phone using a MyGlass
application and get directions with their
phone’s GPS; Glass does not currently have
a built-in GPS.
In addition, using DNN research
conducted by Google’s software engineers,
Glass can translate foreign words spoken
to the
user and show the

technology
BY DALLAS ERNST

Entertainment Co-Editor

A new link has been made which
connects technology to the human
brain. InteraXon has invented a
software and hardware interface that
allows ordinary people to control almost
anything using only their minds.
It works by converting brainwaves
into digital signals that are fed into a
computer. Furniture, audio and visual
devices can be controlled without
physical contact.
The process begins with the
brain. It generates electrical patterns
which gather into brainwaves
translation on the display.
detectable
by
an
By giving developers access
Electroencephalograph
to its technology, Google Glass has
(EEG). People are
demonstrated its potential to not only
capable of learning
amaze onlookers but also scare them. Take,
to manipulate their
for example, one third-party app that is
brainwave
patterns
capable of identifying a user’s
through practice.
friends in a crowd using
Next, the InteraXon
t h e
everpresent
camera on
the device.
Possibilities such
as this have made some people
uncomfortable with Google’s
constant presence. Google has been accused
of invading privacy on multiple occasions,
(most notably) when they released the street
view service as part of Google Maps. Now,
some speculate that it is not a good idea to
give the tech mogul access to the video feeds
from the built-in camera.
What everyone understands is that
whenever Google Glass is released to the
public, which could be as early as this
December, it will forever change the way
people interact with technology and each
other.

Source: blogs.independent.co.uk/
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system analyzes the readings and
separates the waves by frequency into
alpha, beta, gamma and theta waves,
each of which is associated with a
particular conscious state.
InteraXon’s interface works by
turning brainwaves into numbers. The
system analyses the frequency of the
brainwaves and then translates them
into a control signal for the computer.
After analyzing and sorting the
waves by type, the software compares
the amount of energy in each band and
generates a signal that correlates to the
strength of a particular brain state.
The current system being created
is designed to respond to alpha waves,
which are associated with relaxation and
creativity and beta waves, associated
with attention and visual focus.
InteraXon designers and engineers
make the experience so easy that,
according to the InteraXon website,
“the connected technology seems like
an extension of your own body.”

Falcons wow fans with
new stadium for 2017

dome, while the “Solarium” is
completely rectangular with a more
traditional two-paneled retractable
To say that the proposed Atlanta roof.
The net worth of this stadium
Falcon’s football stadium is the
“Holy Grail” of all modern day being built in Atlanta, GA, is 1 billion
sports complexes would be a severe dollars and will supposedly be ready
understatement. Designed by 360 for the Falcon’s opening day in 2017.
“ We
Architecture, this
want to
magnificent arena
get the
could include a
fans back
retractable
roof
to
the
that
opens and
stadium
closes based on
and away
weather, a 100
f r o m
yard sports bar,
t h e i r
vibrating seats and
HDTVs.
a fantasy football
Source: yahoo.com/falcons T h i s
lounge
stadium
Two proposals
of the stadium have been brought is the epitome of futuristic sports
to the table, yet the only difference complexes. I don’t think skimp will be
between them would be the exterior a word that will be used a lot during
shape. The “Pantheon” has a more this project,” said Bill Johnson, the
cylindrical shape with a retractable lead architect.

BY GRACE FARRELL
Sports Co-Editor
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SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Liz
LizCaldwell,
Caldwell,SENIOR
SENIOR

“Liz was consistent all season
“Liz was consistent all season and
and works hard every game.”
works hard every game.”
-Coach Bernadine Salak
-Coach Bernadine Salak

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE
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Girls’ lacrosse ends with a bang
BY GIORGIA DAHLQUIST
Staff Writer

After a hard fought
game
for
District
2 champions with
Wyoming Seminary, the
Delaware Valley girls’
lacrosse team’s season
was finally brought to
an end.
The
Warriors
finished placing second
in Districts and had a
total of 14 wins and
six losses, which is
the best record ever
accomplished in DV

girls’ lacrosse history.
“This was the best record girls’ lacrosse
has ever seen.
The team really
learned how to
work together and
become a solid
unit,” said senior
Carla Centanni.
Overall, the
leading
scorers
were junior Dana
Hunt with 46
goals,
senior
Girls’ lacrosse team poses with their
Erin
Corry
medals for placing second in Districts. with 40 goals,
Contributed Photo
sophomore
Kyra
Boccio

with 32 goals, senior Liz Caldwell with 24
goals, senior Grace Cadigan with 20 goals
and junior Emily Peters with 19 goals.
“This season our team had a great
selection of upperclassman and that played
a big role in our record. We also learned
a new defense that helped us stop a lot
of opposing scoring opportunities,” said
senior Grace Cadigan.
The defense was led by junior Marisa
Balcarcel, junior Sam Lutcza, senior Emily
McKinney, junior Sarah Negron and
Centanni with a total of 238 saves in goal.
“I thought we played outstanding
this season; we had the most wins ever in
the program. The girls showed a real team
mentality,” said head coach, Ms. Bernadine
Salak.

No.1 singles position for the season. In
Districts, he lost in the final round of
singles to one on the top seeded players,
receiving silver at the end of the day. He

hopes to finish his senior year next season
coming out on top in the singles bracket
with gold.
Senior captain Dan Kurtzman shined
on the court and went undefeated for the
season at the No. 3 singles position. He
teamed with Neidig to compete together
to win the district doubles championship
for Delaware Valley.
The team will say farewell to two
seniors, Kurtzman and Mauricio Cuartero,
this year, but hope to come back strong
next year and defend their reputation as
one of the strongest competitors in the
district.
“We can only hope to keep getting
better from here,” concluded Neidig,
looking forward to the 2014 season.

Boys’ tennis team ﬁnishes third in Districts
BY ERIN CORRY

World News Co-Editor

The boys’ tennis team finished off their
amazing season with a 12-2 league record
and a 16-3 overall record for the team. The
team advanced to Districts in May where
they lost in the semi-finals to Crestwood
3-1, ending their season at 3rd place in the
district as a whole.
“For having three new starters this year
we did very well and ended up having a
Andrew Neidig, JUNIOR
great season overall. It was different not
having many seniors but we pulled it off
“This is two years now that he has
ﬁnished singles with silver and made in the end, ” said varsity head coach Larry
Hudson.
Junior Andrew Neidig returns the
the disticts doubles team.“
Individually, the co-captains of the serve for the Warriors.
-Coach Larry Hudson
team each had very successful seasons. Contributed Photo
Junior Andrew Neidig went 18-2 in the

Track team runs three athletes to States
BY ANNA CHAMBERLIN

Arts & Literature Co-Editor

The Delaware Valley Track team was honored to
have three outstanding athletes make the journey to
Shippensburg University for the Pennsylvania track &
field competition. Senior Allison Decker and juniors
Kareem Payne and Rian Fowler were among the best
track athletes in the state.
All three of these individuals did exceptionally well
during the regular season, working hard at practice to
perfect their times during meets and tournaments. With
Decker running the mile, Payne running the 100 meter
dash, and Fowler competing in the 400 meter run, the
team was well prepared.
All three improved their times throughout the season,
ending with career highs. Fowler defended his District 2
title with a time of 49.66 in the 400. Payne took second

in Districts and surpassed the state qualifying time with
an 11.08.
“Rian and Kareem are both
very talented athletes. They
both share a similar work
ethic and commitment to
excel and it resulted in
a successful offseason,”
said sprinting coach
Nick Quaglia.
After setting the
school record in the
regular season, Decker
finished off the season with a fifth place spot at Districts
and an even better time than the time she ran to beat the
school record during the season. She exceeded the state
qualifying time with an outstanding run for the mile of
5:10.44.

“Allison has had a very successful senior year and
has a lot to be proud of. She qualified for the state
meets in both Cross Country and Track & Field.
She is a dedicated runner that has a bright future
at Quinnipiac,” said long distance coach Audrey
Josephite.
With this year’s successful track season,
the coaching staff has high hopes next year
and are extremely proud of the work that
not only Decker, Payne and Fowler did,
but the team has a whole as well.
“Allison has worked hard for
everything she has achieved and managed
to run herself to a state qualifying time along with a
division 1 career at Quinnipiac University. We had high
expectations for both Rian and Kareem and they without
a doubt surpassed them. We are extremely proud of our
team this year,” said head coach Nick Barbieri.

Sports
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Warriors fall short to Buckhorns

By Grace Farrell

lacked offensively, they compensated for
defensively. Junior shortstop Matthew
Sports Co-Editor
Rivera had only eight errors the entire
The Delaware Valley Warrior baseball season with 70 fielding attempts, a very
season ended with a disappointing loss to impressive feat to say the least.
“We played solid defense consistently,
the Wallenpaupack Buckhorns on May 20.
with
great pitching from our pitching
The final score was 3-1.
staff.
Our hitting was inconsistent which
The Warriors went just over .500
really hindered us,” said
this season with nine
junior catcher Kyle
victories and seven
Clark.
losses. While their
On the mound,
defense was solid,
senior
pitcher Zach
offensively the varsity
Stauffer
had a 1.17
team struggled to
ERA
for
the season,
make contact at the
and
sophomore
Tim
plate.
Volavka
had
a
1.99
“The
season
ERA. These players
was
extremely
were key in shutting
disappointing.
down the opposing
Teams would shut
teams’s strong offensive
us down offensively,
The Warriors finished their
line ups.
and looking back we
season
with
nine
wins
and
seven
“Overall,
we
should have beaten
losses.
struggled
offensively
Wa l l e n p a u p a c k .
which led to a difficult
The guys are just as Contributed Photo
season. All we can do
disappointed as I am,”
is
learn
from
it
for
future endeavors and
said head coach Dave Peters.
seasons,”
said
senior
first baseman Nick
Fortunately, what the Warriors

Junior shortstop Matt Rivera
steps up to the plate.
Photo by Miranda Zinn

McIntyre.
Next season the Warriors hope to come
through and make big hits at the plate in
clutch moments and improve their seasons
overall record. There are many upcoming
freshmen and talented young players that
Coach Dave Peters is looking forward to
working with as well.
“There are about a dozen upcoming
ball players in next years’ freshmen class.
These guys are enthusiastic about the game
and I’m looking forward to next season,”
added coach Peters.

Boys’ lacrosse continues legacy
the program. Game 2 for the Warriors
called for Conestoga High School.
“We knew going in it was going to be
a big challenge. We held them to 2-0 in the
Finishing with a 19-3 record overall
first quarter but we have to be ready to play
and a 12-0 record in the district, the varsity
boys lacrosse team can definitely
end the season with their heads held
high.
The team went into the playoffs
this year sitting safely at the top
with an undefeated season under
their belts. Excited to exceed last
year’s expectations, the Warriors
approached the post season with
great confidence and enthusiasm.
Due to their high ranking, the
team received home field advantage
for their first two playoff games
and were able to snatch their third
consecutive district title.
The team celebrates after winning their third
After sweeping the district, the consecutive district title.
boys went on to play Selinsgrove Contributed Photo
High School in the first round of
states. The team knew it was going to be
for four quarters, not just one,” said Coach
a challenge, knowing that Selinsgrove
Jeff Krasulski. “We had opportunities and
went undefeated in their season as well as
made mistakes, but a team like that is
averaging 15 points a game; however, the
going to expose your weaknesses.”
Warriors managed to pull out a 7-1victory,
As the season comes to a close, the
their first ever state win in the history of

By Erin McNeely
Sports Co-Editor

team says goodbye to ten seniors who will
truly be missed by both their coaches and
their teammates. Although this is the end
of the line for some, for others it’s only the
beginning. Seniors Gianni Gelormino,
Sean Burkert and Lucas
Markowitz are all continuing
to play in college at the
Division 3 level along with a
select few who are going to
be playing for club teams.
When asked about
saying goodbye to this
group of seniors, Coach
Krasulski admits how much
he appreciates all that these
young men have done for
the program.
“You will see the effects
of this group of boys on the
program in the next four
or five years. They have sparked
something great with their hardwork
and dedication,” said Coach Krasulski.
Next year holds high hopes for the
returning underclassmen but Coach
Krasulski has no doubt that they will
exceed expectations.

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Jonathan Portugal, JUNIOR

Position: Designated Hitter
Batting Average: .440
Accolades: Five game
hitting streak, won team’s
Batting Title.
“Jon performed well offensively
for the team this season. He
had a streak where it was
almost impossible to get him
out.”
-Coach Dave Peters

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Lucas Markowitz, SENIOR

Position: Attack
“What Lucas has been able
to do at face-offs is a key
component in the team’s
success. His scoring ability,
as well as his control are his
key attributions. Lucas is a
tremendous athlete, the kind
that you want ten on the field.”
-Coach Jeff Krasulski
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Softball team makes their mark in playoffs
BY MARISA BALCARCEL
Staff Writer

The Delaware Valley softball team
made it to the second round of playoffs to
end off their season.
They entered playoffs with an opening
game against Scranton. The game ended
in a 7-2 win for the Warriors, avenging
their early season loss against them 4-2.
After they crushed Scranton, the
girls were off to play Williamsport who is
ranked third in the state and had the state
player of the year on their team.
Unfortunately, DV suffered a hardfought loss 0-1 in extra innings. Despite
the loss, this game was Coach Angelo
Matz’s highlight of the season.
“It was the best game they played
all year…They showed a lot of heart

and grit, and they battled until the
very end,” admits Coach Matz.
Overall the team
ended with a record of
10-10.
Senior Amanda
Reuman stated, “we
did well during the
beginning of the season
and struggled toward
the middle, but we got
back on our feet after
intense practices.”
Next
year
the team will
be losing their
beloved seniors
Jamie McKeon,
Reuman and
Murphy.

“Our seniors led by example and were
all a pleasure to coach,” said Coach Matz.
“They had amazing ability and leadership,
and they will truly be missed.”
Despite losing these outstanding
seniors this year, next season the team will
have eleven returning players that are in a
position to do well.
With a large number of returning
players, next season holds a bright future
along with some big goals.
Junior Erin McNeely hopes to “make
it further in playoffs and seed higher than
Wallenpaupack and North Pocono.”
As the year comes to a close, we wish
the seniors of the softball team a farewell
and good luck in the future.

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Katie Murphy, SENIOR

“Katie played great down the
stretch and in to playoffs.”
-Coach Angelo Matz

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Boys’ Volleyball exceeds expectations
BY JESSICA BALCARCEL
Staff Writer

This year the Delaware Valley boys’
volleyball team made history by winning
their first ever District 2 Championship.
They battled against the Wyoming
Valley West Spartans for the district title,
defeating them in a total of five games.
Their district title was one of only a
few of their biggest successes. The boys’
record this season was 10-2, which is the
best record the boys’ volleyball program
has ever had. The team also finished in
second place in a tournament at Lake
Lehman.
“This group of seniors has worked
very hard the past few years to improve our
volleyball program and I’m very proud of
them,” said head coach Bridget Crawford.
But for the team it was not an easy

season, each player
worked
hard
to
improve their skill
and better the team,
which truly paid off
in the long run.
“Our
skill
has
increased
tremendously which
led to our fantastic
feat,” said senior Tyler
Brady.
Although
they
worked hard during
the season, it came
to an end in the first
round of states in a
Senior Jason Clader attacks the set
game against White
Hall. It was the last from teammate Tyler Brady.
Photo by Jess Balcarcel
game for nine players
because they will be

graduating with
the Class of 2013.
“This season
has
been
the
epitome
of
everything we have
been working at
for four years and I
will miss everyone
on the team,”
said senior Zack
Philpot.
O v e r a l l
the DV boys’
volleyball team has
had a great and
successful season
and they have set
the bar high for
the program next
year.

Brett Cohen, SOPHOMORE

“Brett really stepped up and
played outstandingly this
month.”

Collegiate Update: Tim Knesnik

Class of 2012 graduate Tim Knesnik is currently a freshman at Stony Brook
University in Stony Brook, NY. He is a Division I athlete and a pitcher for the Stony
Brook Seawolves, with an ERA of 3.79. The team’s record is 22-30, but this does
not portray the hard work and determination they have to win a game. Although
they had a rough start, the competitive nature of the Seawolves helped them
prevail and they ﬁght back to play in a playoff contention game. For Knesnik,
college baseball was a bit different because of the new and differing strengths of
the batters at the plate. “I actually ﬁnd that fun though, it makes you focus more on
what makes you successful, and doing everything you can to beat the guy in front
of you,” said Knesnik.i
Caption by Jessica Balcarcel / Contributed Photo

-Coach Bridget Crawford

